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I have done a lot of writing and 
speaking about nuclear power 
and electricity markets, including 
this book published in early 2021
Jed had me do a guest lecture 
on this book for his Physics 
class in Apr 2021 and this 
morning
Today I will cover the main 
points in the book, with some 
added context for this 
complicated issue.



Climate Change = human problem
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Source:  U.S. Global Change Research Program, Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2017, Chapter 2: 
Our Changing Climate.

https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/2/


Electricity = large GHG source
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Source:  U.S. EPA, https://cfpub.epa.gov/ghgdata/inventoryexplorer/

https://cfpub.epa.gov/ghgdata/inventoryexplorer/


U.S. electricity use growing
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World electricity use growing
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Nuclear electricity is clean

Source:  World Nuclear Association, How can nuclear combat climate change?  https://www.world-
nuclear.org/nuclear-essentials/how-can-nuclear-combat-climate-change.aspx

Nuclear has very low 
life-cycle greenhouse 
gas emissions, lower 
than the emissions from 
combustion-based 
power plants.
Nuclear emits no carbon 
dioxide or other air 
pollutants during 
operation.  
When nuclear power 
plants replace 
combustion-based 
power plants, emissions 
are reduced.  
When combustion-
based power plants 
replace nuclear power 
plants, emissions are 
increased.

https://www.world-nuclear.org/nuclear-essentials/how-can-nuclear-combat-climate-change.aspx


But, a lot of nuclear power needed

 375 to 1,875 GWe of nuclear power needed in 2050 
to meet IPCC 1.5°C pathways
– This requires a massive global nuclear build program
– Existing nuclear plants that close must be replaced by new 

nuclear power plants

 Nuclear new build is difficult and expensive

 Keeping existing nuclear power plants in operation is 
relatively easy and inexpensive
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Large nuclear build program possible

Nuclear power can 
be built in significant 
amounts in a 
relatively short time (, 
as demonstrated in 
nuclear build 
programs in several 
countries.  
The US and France 
both added about 
5,000 MWe of new 
nuclear power plant 
capacity per year 
during their peak 
nuclear power build 
periods.

Source:  International Atomic Energy Agency Power Reactor Information System data, with analysis by author.
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But U.S. nuclear power is declining

Note: Renewables category includes wind, solar, hydroelectric, geothermal, wood, and other biomass sources. 

U.S. electricity generation, EIA AEO2022 renewables cost cases
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major 

maintenance

Financial 
Losses

Recent U.S. nuclear power closures
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Political and 
Environmental 

Issues



Market Failure

 Economic term applied to any market  

 Markets organize major parts of our economy and 
work very well for a lot of things

 Market participants have incentives to act in a way 
that does not maximize public good 

 Public good = benefit and well-being of the public 
(e.g., Clean air, low GHG emissions) 

 Market outcomes may not maximize public good
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Markets will not deliver nuclear power

 Market-based approach to nuclear power means
– Existing nuclear power plants will close (the cheapest 

way to get clean electricity is to keep these open)
– New nuclear capacity will not be built

 This is market failure 

 Government needs to intervene in the economy to 
correct this market failure
– Stop retirement of existing nuclear power plants
– Finance/own/build new nuclear power plants
– Maximize public good
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How the U.S. got to this situation
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Choice 1:
Investor-Owned 
Electric Utilities 
role in electricity

Entrepreneurial beginnings

• Natural monopoly concept

• City franchises grow into 
state regulation

By 1920, most states had 
regulated utility laws

• Investor-owned utilities with 
obligation to serve, 
monopoly service areas and 
vertical integration

Today, the U.S. has a well-
developed electricity industry

• IOUs + some public power

Choice 2:
Private 

Nuclear Power 
Development

Manhattan Project (1942)

Atomic Energy Act of 1946

• Government control of nuclear 
power & industry (AEC)

Atomic Energy Act of 1954

• Created a role for private 
utilities in nuclear power

Massive U.S. nuclear build, 
with some issues

• One-off plants, not standard

• Cost overruns and delays

• Projects canceled, abandoned

• Shareholder disallowances

Choice 3:
Electricity Reform –
Wholesale Markets & 
Merchant Nuclear

Electricity Reform and 
Restructuring

• Started in the UK

• Wholesale electricity 
markets

• Competition in generation

• FERC led US effort

Market & Traditional States

• Regulated & merchant 
nuclear power plants

Nuclear power decline in U.S.
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Nuclear power projects hard to finance

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Cost Revenue
10+ year development and construction period

Illustrative

Uncertain revenue

Liabilities for 
decommissioning and 
spent fuel disposition

Prolonged outage
possible

Fixed costs (fuel + O&M) 
over long project life

Large and uncertain capital cost



Cash flow worth ≈ zero using NPV & IRR tools
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Market financial tools & nuclear power

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Cost Revenue
Illustrative



Some deep dives

 How electricity and electricity markets work

 How nuclear power fits into electricity markets

 U.S. government efforts to address market failure

 Role of government in world nuclear is pervasive
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Electricity is big and complicated
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• Real time 
dispatch - (i.e., 
every second of 
every day) units 
dispatched to 
exactly match 
demand for 
electricity.

• Unit 
Commitment –
which existing 
units are available 
to dispatch in real 
time

• Investment –
how much and 
what types of 
generation are 
built and placed 
into operation

http://nuclear-economics.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/NECG_electricity-activity.png


Traditional approach to electricity

 Vertically-integrated monopoly utilities operating as 
regulated and government utilities
– Manage all three major activities, with goal to

minimize long-term total cost of electricity 

 Origins in late 1800s, with most states having 
regulated electricity companies by 1920

 This approach mobilized large amounts of private 
capital into electricity sector (i.e., bonds, regulated 
private equity)

 Result is a large successful U.S. national system
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Regulated investor-owned utility

TRANSMISSION

RETAIL SERVICES

CONSUMERS
DISTRIBUTION

Investors

System Dispatch

Power Plants

Rate-making
and IRP process

Utility Regulator

Ultimate credit 
source

WFU Physics Colloquium 20

All costs, fixed and 
marginal, plus 
returns on equity 
recovered in rates 
set by the 
regulator and 
recovered from 
customers
Regulator 
oversees utility 
planning and long-
term investments
Goal is to minimize 
long-term 
customer rates 
while maintaining 
reliable service

$

MWh



U.S. electricity restructuring

 Creation of new bid-based regional electricity spot 
markets (e.g., PJM, NYISO, ISO-NE, etc.)

 State-regulated utilities in market states required to:
– Join the new wholesale electricity markets
– Divest all generation assets, or transfer generation into 

unregulated subsidiary

 In market states, regulated nuclear power plants 
become merchant nuclear power plants that rely on 
wholesale electricity market for revenue
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U.S. wholesale electricity markets

Source:  US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission



Using markets to manage electricity

 Existing generation built under traditional 
approach divested 

 New merchant generators depend on wholesale 
market prices for return

 Electricity market spot prices are dispatch tool
– Objective is to minimize short-run marginal costs
– May be some self-scheduling for unit commitment
– No coverage of fixed costs
– No planning or building of new generation
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Demand

Supply:
Generating plants 

bid at short-run 
marginal cost 

(SRMC)

Demand - Peak

Illustrative trading period (eg, every five minutes)

Bid-based wholesale electricity 
markets
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Demand – Off Peak

SMP - Peak

SMP – Off Peak

Wholesale electricity 
markets run by regional 
transmission 
organizations and 
independent system 
operators
Markets clear in each 
trading period (e.g., 
every 5 minutes)
Market operators 
dispatch supply to meet 
demand
Start with lowest 
generator bids (based 
on short-run marginal 
costs or SRMC); end 
with highest bid
Sets spot price in each 
trading period for all 
dispatched units



Spot Price

Bids

Illustrative trading period (eg, an hour)

Negative market prices

SMP (negative)

Demand
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Nuclear units bidding into markets
PAY to operate when SMP is negative



Negative electricity market prices
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• Negative spot 
prices are closely 
correlated with 
(and caused by) 
penetration of 
wind and solar 
renewable 
generation

• Renewable 
investment 
driven by out-of-
market revenue 
from Federal 
production and 
investment tax 
credits and state 
mandates, not 
market revenue



Some deep dives

 How electricity and electricity markets work

 How nuclear power fits into electricity markets

 U.S. government efforts to address market failure

 Role of government in world nuclear is pervasive
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Nuclear power & electricity markets

 Electricity reform / restructuring starts in 2000s

 Electricity market prices lower in 2010s due to
– Low natural gas prices
– Low demand growth
– Out-of-market incentives for renewables investment
– Negative prices in more periods

 Low wholesale prices led to merchant nuclear 
closures
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Natural gas is key to electricity prices
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Other factors also important

Electricity demand growth is low +
Renewable penetration expected to increase
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Some deep dives

 How electricity and electricity markets work

 How nuclear power fits into electricity markets

 U.S. efforts to address market failure

 Role of government in world nuclear is pervasive
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 Zero Emission Credits solve market failure by 
compensating for positive externalities
– Commodity electricity prices do not reflect emissions

– ZEC payments for value of clean nuclear electricity

– Help merchant nuclear plants that would close early

 State programs largely driven by jobs, but also 
important to lower emissions
 ZEC costs passed to electricity end use customers  

by allocating ZEC costs to state-regulated retail 
electricity companies

ZEC Payments in New York, Illinois, 
New Jersey help avoid early closure
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New U.S. focus on nuclear power

 2021 ZEC program in Illinois (Byron and Dresden)

 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (“IIJA”) 
signed into law in Nov 2021 includes $6 billion Civil 
Nuclear Credits program

 2021 Build Back Better Act included a Production 
Tax Credit (PTC) for all existing nuclear power plants

 Call for a re-think of Palisades & Diablo Canyon 
closures
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Some deep dives

 How electricity and electricity markets work

 How nuclear power fits into electricity markets

 U.S. government efforts to address market failure

 Role of government in world nuclear is pervasive
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World nuclear power capacity – 2022

Source:  NECG nuclear power database, with estimates by the author.



World nuclear - role of Government

 UAE – Barakah 4-reactor plant
 UK – HPC power contract, then RAB
 France – EDF building Flamanville 3 + new fleet
 Poland – New government nuclear initiative
 Turkey – Akkuyu plant based on power contracts
 Other government nuclear programs – China, India, 

Russia, Ukraine, Pakistan, Belarus, Hungary, 
Bangladesh, Iran, Egypt, etc. 
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Insights

 Only government can drive large nuclear power build 
needed to reach zero-emissions electricity goals

 Growing U.S. federal and state support for nuclear
– Focused on saving existing plants from market failure
– Too late for plants already closed

 More is needed for nuclear power
– Re-think electricity markets and market investor approach
– A lot of new nuclear power investments
– U.S. government direct role in new nuclear power
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© Copyright 2022 NECG
All rights reserved.

Edward Kee

Nuclear Economics Consulting Group
+1 (202) 370-7713
edk@nuclear-economics.com
www.nuclear-economics.com
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08PW32YCR?geniuslink=true
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